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The coherent three-wave interaction, with linear growth in the higher frequency wave and damping
in the two other waves, is reconsidered; for equal dampings, the resulting three-dimensional ~3-D!
flow of a relative phase and just two amplitudes behaved chaotically, no matter how small the
growth of the unstable wave. The general case of different dampings is studied here to test whether,
and how, that hard scenario for chaos is preserved in passing from 3-D to four-dimensional flows.
It is found that the wave with higher damping is partially slaved to the other damped wave; this
retains a feature of the original problem ~an invariant surface that meets an unstable fixed point, at
zero growth rate! that gave rise to the chaotic attractor and determined its structure, and suggests
that the sudden transition to chaos should appear in more complex wave interactions. © 1998
American Institute of Physics. @S1070-664X~98!02008-4#
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I. INTRODUCTION

The coherent, quadratic interaction of three waves at or
near resonance ~3WRI! is an ubiquitous feature of weakly
nonlinear mediums. The 3WRI is especially important in
plasmas, where dispersive effects can keep nonlinearities
weak and electromagnetic waves make coupling to external
energy sources easy. This applies to plasmas both unmagne-
tized ~the case of stimulated Brillouin or Raman scattering!
and magnetized ~say, Alfvén or lower hybrid coupling!. The
3WRI has been extensively used to study the saturation of
linear instabilities, or the inception of nonlinear instabilities
in the case of waves with energies of different sign, and has
been a basic nonlinear paradigm.1–3

For fully conservative modes with a small frequency
mismatchn, the spaceindependent evolution can be obtai
in terms of Jacobi elliptic functions if the three wave ener-
gies have equal signs.1,3 Solutions have been also found for
linearly damped modes if all three dampings are equal (g1

5g25g3), the nonlinear coupling is lossless, and the mis-
match vanishes.3 The case of both positive and negative en-
ergies is solved in terms of Weierstrass’s elliptic function.4

The effect of equal dampings on the Weierstrass solution for
thenÞ0 interaction with negative energies has been stud
recently.5

The 3WRI evolution for lossless coupling, when the
higher frequency mode is linearly unstable ~growth G[
2g1.0) and the two other modes are equally damped (g2

5g3), can be described by a three-dimensional ~3-D! flow
of two wave amplitudes and one relative phase.6–9 This re-
duced three-wave interaction can be simulated by two
coupled oscillators with a near 2:1 frequency ratio. For G
,g2 the system is attracted to point sets of vanishing 3-D
volume, and exhibits chaotic behavior for nonvanishingn, if
not too large.

The above damped and driven near resonance was later
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found to exhibit a sudden or hard transition to chaos: For
very small G, a consistent analysis of the flow led to a one-
dimensional ~1-D! chaotic map;10 a similar result was ob-
tained for two oscillators at exact 1:1 resonance, under cubic
coupling and linear driving with phase mismatch ~a spherical
swing!.11 Actually, both results are particular examples of a
general scenario for chaos; for G positive, no matter how
small, these systems present a fully developed chaotic attrac-
tor, which is absent at G50. The limits t→1` and
G→01 do not commute because times on the attractor di-
verge as G→01, which also makes an exact description of
3-D chaotic flows possible.12 Both the hard transition, and
the effects of noise on it, have been experimentally verified
by using two coupled electronic oscillators.13

The spatio-temporal evolution of fully conservative
wave packets can be determined by means of an inverse
scattering transform; this system has been found to support
soliton solutions.14 The effect of damping and forcing on the
3WRI evolution has also been analyzed. Again, equal damp-
ings were assumed for the stable wave packets, and the
growth of the unstable wave included a diffusion-type term,
to make the problem well posed ~it provided acutoff in wave
number of the growth!.15,16 Numerical studies for different
parametric domains showed that the system may exhibit
spatio-temporal chaos, which depends on the relative order-
ing of group velocities for the three modes.

There has been recent interest in more complex wave
interactions. For evolution in time only, chaos was found in
nÞ0, conservative systems, for four-wave coupling ~two
triplets made of one electromagnetic, one ion-acoustic, and
two Langmuir waves!,17 and multiple-coupling of modes
with different energy signs, in a plasma containing ion
beams.18 A four-mode, cubic coupling, arising from the de-
rivative nonlinear Schrödinger equation, was used to study
the generation of damped Alfvén waves.19 Further studies,
for evolution in time and space, concerned saturation and
damping for five-wave interaction ~two electromagnetic, two
Langmuir, and one ion-acoustic wave packets!,20 and five-
1 © 1998 American Institute of Physics
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wave coupling of gravity waves in deep water, for which the
lowest order interaction involves four waves.21

In this paper we reconsider the hard transition to chaos
for the general case of different dampings of the two stable
waves (g3Þg2, nÞ0, G→01), thus keeping the interac
tion fully three-wave and the flow four dimensional. We
want to ascertain whether, and how, the sudden setup of
chaos, which seems to have acertain universal character,12 is
retained in passing from 3-D to four dimensons ~4-D!. In
Sec.II we recall the 3WRI model. Sections II I and IV deal
with the attractor at G50 and G→01, respectively. Results
are discussed in Sec.V.

II. THEORETICAL MODEL

For the coherent quadratic interaction of three modes
with frequenciesv j , j 51 –3, the equations describing the
~space-independent! evolution of the corresponding complex
amplitudes aj are2,6,7,10

ȧ15Ga12a2a3 exp~2 int !,

ȧ252g2a21a3* a1 exp~ int !,

ȧ352g3a31a1a2* exp~ int !.

The nonlinear coupling was taken conservative; the case of a
nonconservative coupling has been studied recently.22 Also,
the frequency mismatch n[v12v22v3 ~which may be
taken positive without loss of generality!; the linear damp-
ings g2 andg3, and growth G; and the properly normalized
amplitudes, were assumed small compared with the mode
frequencies. Quite different models apply if the coherence is
lost, leading to a random-phase approximation,23 or if non-
linearities are large.24

Writing aj→aj exp(ifj) above, with aj andf j now real
and slowly time dependent, one obtains a fourth-order sys-
tem of equations describing the slow evolution of a1, a2, a3,
andb[ 1

2p1nt1f12f22f3,2,6,7

ȧ15Ga12a2a3 sin b, ~1a!

ȧ252g2a21a1a3 sin b, ~1b!

ȧ352g3a31a1a2 sin b, ~1c!

ḃ5n1S a1

a3

a2
1a1

a2

a3

a2a3

a1
D cosb. ~1d!

Previous analyses6,7,10,12 considered the special case g3

5g2, Eqs. ~1a!–~1d! then yielding

d

dt
~a3

22a2
2!522g2~a3

22a2
2! for g35g2 .

Since the difference a3
22a2

2 would now vanish exponentially
with time, one could just take a35a2 in studying the
asymptotic behavior of Eqs. ~1a!–~1d!. The resulting third-
order system also describes two coupled oscillators with a
near 2:1 frequency ratio, and can be readily simulated in the
laboratory;13 its conservative limi t (G5g25g350) has
been extensively studied.25 Here we consider the general
case, with g3.g2 say, keeping a system of four equations.

Two immediate consequences of system ~1a!–~1d! are
Copyright ©2001. Al
]a1ȧ1

a1]a1
1

]a2ȧ2

a2]a2
1

]a3ȧ3

a3]a3
1

] ḃ

]b
52~G2g22g3!, ~2!

d

dt
~2a1

21a2
21a3

2!54Ga1
222g2a2

222g3a3
2 . ~3!

For G,g21g3, as in the case of interest here (G→01), the
constant divergence of the flow, given by ~2!, is negative, the
system thus being attracted to a point set of vanishing 4-D
volume. For G,0, in particular, Eq. ~3! shows that the
trivial equilibrium state, a15a25a350, is a global attrac-
tor. This equilibrium is unstable for G.0.

Next, note that the vector field defined by system ~1a!–
~1d! is singular in the three-dimensional surface a150,
db/dt tending to` as a1→0 unless a2a3 cosb vanishes
with a1. Since daj /dt ( j 51 –3) keeps bounded in bounded
domains, trajectories approaching that surface ~except those
corresponding to a null-measure set of initial conditions! be-
come tangent to it. In what follows we wil l restrict attention
to the region a1.0. A similar argument applies for the sur-
face a350.

The case of surface a250, where Eq. ~1d! appears to be
also singular, is somewhat different. In the following, we
rewrite system ~1a!–~1d! by introducing a new variable,

r[a3 /a2 ,

to replace a3. We then have

ȧ15Ga12ra2
2 sin b, ~4a!

ȧ252g2a21ra1a2 sin b, ~4b!

ṙ 52~g32g2!r 1~12r 2!a1 sin b, ~4c!

ḃ5n1S r 211

r
a12r

a2
2

a1
D cosb. ~4d!

It follows from ~4c! that if a trajectory reaches the surface
r 51, r wil l remain less than unity thereafter. Equation ~1d!
is thus singular at a350 @Eq. ~4d! is singular at r 50#, but
not, in general, at a250. Nonetheless, since da2 /dt van-
ishes with a2 in ~4b!, trajectories approaching the surface
a250, which now appears invariant, become tangent to it
too ~even though db/dt is bounded!.

III. FLOW TOPOLOGY AT ZERO GROWTH RATE G

For G50 the full asymptotics of the system is readily
determined. First, it now follows from Eq. ~3! that 2a1

21a2
2

1a3
2 wil l keep diminishing as long as a2 and a3[ra2 are

different from zero. This means that, for G50, the entire
flow is asymptotic to the 3-D space a250. Since this is an
invariant surface, trajectories wil l be asymptotic to its critical
elements with transverse stable manifolds.

Next, we consider the flow on a250. For G50 the sys-
tem is described by

ȧ152ra2
2 sin b ~4a8!

together with Eqs. ~4b!–~4d!. Note that there is now a line of
fixed points L on a250, given, in terms of the coordinate r ,
by
l Rights Reserved. 
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a250, ~5a!

a15A~g32g2!2r 2

~12r 2!2 1
n2r 2

~11r 2!2, ~5b!

tan b52
g32g2

n

11r 2

12r 2 , ~5c!

with two branches, L l and Lh ~Fig. 1!. Branch L l corre-
sponds to values r ,1 and p/2,b,2tan21(g32g2)/n
,p, and has the asymptoter 51, b5p/2. BranchLh cor-
responds to values r .1 and p,tan21(g32g2)/n,b
,3p/2, and has the asymptotesr 51, b53p/2, and a1

50, b5tan21(g32g2)/n.
To determine the stability of the fixed points we consider

the eigenvalues of the linearized vector field in these points.
Three eigenvalues have associated eigenvectors tangent to
the invariant surface a250 and are thus related to the stabil-
ity of the flow in that surface; in terms of r they are

l150, l2,35~g32g2!
r 211

r 221
6 in

r 221

r 211
.

The null value of l1 is due to the very existence of line L,
the corresponding eigenvector being tangent to the line itself.
The eigenspace associated to eigenvalues l2 and l3 is tan-
gent to the plane a15constant at the respective fixed point;
in fact, for the flow on a250, a1 keeps constant along tra-
jectories, as shown by Eq. ~4a8!. From the sign of the real
part of l2,3 it follows that, for the flow on the invariant
surface, points on the branch L l are stable and those on the
branch Lh are unstable.

The evolution of both r and b in each invariant plane
a15constant [a10, within the invariant space a250, is
given by Eqs. ~4c! and ~4d! particularized for the present
case,

ṙ 52~g32g2!r 1~12r 2!a10 sin b, ~6a!

FIG. 1. Line of fixed points on the 3-D surface a250, at G50 (g251,
g351.5, n50.5!. BranchLh is unstable on a250; L l points above P* are
unstable off that surface.
Copyright ©2001. Al
ḃ5n1a10

r 211

r
cosb. ~6b!

At large r, Eqs. ~6a! and ~6b! have the family of trajectories
r'6r max cosb ~Fig. 2!, with r maximum atb50 or p,
and dr/dt.0(,0) for b.p(,p). There are two separa
trices,

n

2a10r
'b2

p

2
or

3

2
p2b ~r @1!

coming from, and going to, infinity at the limi t anglesb
5p/2 and 3p/2, respectively; they start or end at fixe
points that are intersections of branches L l and Lh with the
a10 plane @two-dimensional ~2-D! foci with eigenvalues
l2,3] . Figure 2 also shows how the trajectories, once having
reached the value r 51, remain below this line, as advanced
in Sec. II . At small r the flow becomes tangent to the line
r 50, and is described by the family r cosb'6rmin , with r
minimum at b50 or p , and dr/dt.0(,0) for b,p
(.p); again, there are two separatrices,

nr

2a10
'b2

p

2
or

3

2
p2b, ~r !1!

leaving, and reaching, the line r 50 at theanglesb5p/2 and
3p/2. Except for the separatrices leaving ther .1 unstable
focus toward the limi t angleb53p/2, the entire flow tends
to the stable focus at r ,1; in the space a250, the entire
flow moves from the unstable branch Lh to the stable branch
L l .

We now turn our attention to the stability of L points off
the surface a250. The corresponding eigenvalue is clearly
the factor multiplying a2 in Eq. ~4b!, l452g21ra1 sinb,
which, in terms of the r coordinate, reads

l45
g3r 22g2

12r 2 .

FIG. 2. Flow in aplane a15constant [a10 on a250, at G5 0; g2, g3, and
n as in Fig. 1, a1051. The fixed points ~foci! are the intersections of the
plane with branches L l (r ,1) and Lh(r .1).
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The associated eigenvector is transverse to the surface a2

50; it is in fact parallel to the a2 axis. For motion off that
surface, all points on the Lh branch are stable, whereas only
those points on the L l branch with

r ,r P* [Ag2 /g3 ~7!

are stable. Hence, for the flow in the entire four-dimensional
space, the stable fixed points of L are those on the r ,1
branch satisfying condition ~7!. For the point P* separating
stable from unstable points on L l , we have

a1P* 5
Ag2g3

sin bP*
, ~8a!

a2P* 50, ~8b!

r P* 5Ag2

g3
, ~8c!

tan bP* 52
g21g3

n
~p/2,bP* ,p!. ~8d!

We may then conclude that, for G50, the attractor of
the flow is the L l arc below P* in Fig. 1 ~a point set of zero
4-D volume on the surface a250!. For generic initial condi-
tions, trajectories approach and flow tangent to a250, and
cross the surface r 51, ending on L l , below P* , or ap-
proaching L l , above. Note that L l points above P* in Fig. 1
have a 1-D unstable manifold transverse to a250, corre-
sponding to the positive sign of the eigenvalue l4. There are
thus orbits that leave that surface at those points and end on
the L l points below P* , all of which have stable manifolds
transverse to a250 ~and lie in the r ,1 domain!. Since these
heteroclinic orbits are unstable manifolds of some fixed
points, they have alocal attractive character for the trajecto-
ries approaching the L l arc below P* , from above. As we
shall see in Sec. IV, the line branch L l and the family of
heteroclinic orbits connecting points on L l are the topologi-
cal elements that compose the asymptotic behavior of the
flow for G→01.

IV. TRANSITION TO CHAOS AT G˜01

For G positive, Eqs. ~4a!–~4d! have no line of fixed
points, just one fixed point, P,

a1P5
Ag2g3

sin bP
, a2P5

AGg3

sin bP
, r P5Ag2

g3
,

tan bP5
G2g22g3

n
.

As G is decreased to zero, P tends to the point P* on L l .
Note that P does not exist for negative G.

The characteristic, quartic equation for the eigenvalues
of this fixed point depends on the ratios

Ḡ[G/g2 , ḡ[~g32g2!/g2 , n̄[n/g2 .

In this three-dimensional parametric space, the domain of
stability for P may be shown to be bounded by the surface
Copyright ©2001. Al
n̄5A2c11Ac1
214c2c0

2c2
, ~9!

where c0, c1, and c2 are functions of Ḡ and ḡ,

c05ḡ417ḡ3118ḡ2120ḡ182~3ḡ3113ḡ2120ḡ110!Ḡ

1~3ḡ219ḡ16!Ḡ22~ ḡ11!Ḡ3,

c152@ ḡ415ḡ3110ḡ2110ḡ142~ ḡ319ḡ2116ḡ18!Ḡ

1~ ḡ213ḡ12!Ḡ21~ ḡ21!Ḡ3#/~ ḡ122Ḡ !2,

c253~ ḡ11!
ḡ312ḡ21~ ḡ212ḡ12!Ḡ2~ ḡ12!Ḡ22Ḡ3

~ ḡ122Ḡ !4
.

Figure 3 shows this surface, with P being stable above it.
Whenn̄ drops below the surface in Fig. 3, in the transition
instability, a periodic orbit is born through a Hopf bifurca-
tion. As n̄ is decreased further, that orbit loses stability to
new orbit of double period. Numerical integration of system
~4a!–~4d! shows that a period-doubling cascade leads to the
appearance of chaotic attractors.

Here we are only interested in the limi t behavior at G
→01. We find that a Hopf bifurcation, followed by a
period-doubling cascade, occurs at positive G no matter how
small. This suggests that for n̄ fixed and low enough, a sud
den transition to chaos sets up when G changes from nega-
tive to positive values, with a fully developed chaotic attrac-
tor existing at positive G no matter how small, and a2 and
a3, in particular, going through an unending sequence of
drops and rises. This entails no contradiction with Eq. ~3!. It
comes out that, for G→01, the system lounges in the neigh-
borhood of L l for a time of order 1/G→1`, with a2 and
ra2 exponentially small for most of that time, and 2a1

21a2
2

1a3
2'2a1

2 rising in Eq. ~3! at a vanishing rate; Eq. ~4a! then
reads ȧ1'Ga1.

First, note that, as found in Sec. III , the eigenvalues for
the characteristic equation at P* are l15l450, l2,35
2(g32g2)6 in(g22g3)/(g21g3). Two eigenvalues for
P wil l thus vanish with G, the corresponding eigenvectors

FIG. 3. Surfacen̄(Ḡ,ḡ) for Hopf bifurcation of fixed pointP, which is

unstable below the surface; Ḡ[G/g2, ḡ[(g32g2)/g2, n̄[n/g2 (P→P*
as G→0).
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being tangent to L l and transverse to a250, respectively.
For small G, l1 and l4 are approximately determined by a
quadratic equation,

l21bG1cl31dGl'0, ~Gsmall!,

where a, b, and c are ~positive! functions of n̄ and ḡ. We
thus find

l1,4'6 i AbAG1 1
2~bc2d!G,

with a Hopf bifurcation occurring for bc2d50, which
reads

3S ḡ

21ḡ D 2

n̄412~212ḡ1ḡ2!n̄22~21ḡ !450;

this recovers Eq. ~9! with Ḡ50 in c0, c1, and c2.
Next, consider numerical evidence such as given in Figs.

4~a!, 4~b! and 5, for a single trajectory each. Figure 4~a!,
4~b!, and 5 show two stable periodic orbits and an apparently
chaotic attractor, projected in the 3-D space a1, a2, andb,
for Ḡ50.01, ḡ 5 0.5, and three decreasing values ofn̄ be-

FIG. 4. Projection on space a1, a2, b of stable periodic orbits forG50.01,
g251, g351.5, and ~a! n51.5, ~b! n51.

FIG. 5. Projection on space a1, a2, b of a chaotic attractor~obtained from
integrating a single trajectory!; G, g2, and g3 as in Figs. 4~a! and 4~b!
n50.55.
Copyright ©2001. Al
yond the Hopf bifurcation. The trajectories form loops that
move away from the plane a250 and approach it again; this
stage is followed by a process during which a1 increases
until a new loop is formed. The a1 rise appears to occur
along the (G50) L l branch, and the loops to follow hetero-
clinic orbits of the G50 family previously mentioned. Figure
6 shows the attractor of Fig. 5 projected into the space
a1 ,r ,b.

To understand this behavior, note that, as previously
seen, trajectories for G50 tend to points on L l below P* ,
getting close to the heteroclinic orbits in the neighborhood of
the surface a250. Let us assume that, once transients have
died out, the flow for very small G follows closely an het-
eroclinic orbit ~corresponding to some L l point M above
P* ) in the approach to a point m below P* , on a250. Now,
however, because of the term Ga1 in Eq. ~4a!, a1 should, at
some point, start growing at the vanishing rate G, keeping
close to L l , with Eqs. ~4c! and ~4d! reading

ṙ 52~g32g2!r 1~12r 2!a1 sin b5O~G!, ~4c8!

ḃ5n1
r 211

r
a1 cosb5O~G!. ~4d8!

Also, in terms of the eigenvalue l4 of Sec. III , Eq. ~4b! can
be written as ad2 /dt5l4a2; since l4 is negative for L l

points below P8 ~and positive above P* ), and the a1 rise
takes times of order 1/G, a2 wil l be exponentially small
(2 ln a2;1/G) throughout it. Also, a2 wil l start growing
once P* is reached; when values a2;AG are attained, a1

finally reaches amaximum, and the trajectory starts separat-
ing from both L l and the surface a250, following another
heteroclinic orbit that returns to L l again. A detailed discus-
sion of the time sequence on a similar though simpler attrac-
tor can be found in Ref. 11.

The G→01 attractor may now be described by an exact
1-D map of maxima. If one represents every maximum of a1

(a1M8) for the trajectory in Figs. 5 and 6 as function of the
preceding maximum (a1M) one obtains the point set of Fig.
7. As G is decreased, that set approaches the continuous
curve also shown in Fig. 7. From the above discussion, this
limi t curve can be determined by a two-step algorithm. In the

FIG. 6. Projection on space a1, r, b of the trajectory in Fig. 5.
l Rights Reserved. 
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first step, one numerically follows the heteroclinic orbit from
any point M on L l above P* , to the corresponding point m
below P* . The second step is the rise along L l at vanishing
rate (G→0, Gt;1) up to the next maximum M 8. To ana-
lytically determine this second step note that, no matter how
close the solution to a heteroclinic M→m orbit, Eq. ~4a! will
ultimately read da1 /dt5Ga1 and Eqs. ~4c! and ~4d! will
take the form ~4c8!, ~4d8!. Using also da2 /dt5l4 a2, one
obtains

2g21ra1 sin b

a1
da15Gd ln a2 ,

where all coordinates on the left-hand side can be rewritten
in terms of one of them, say r, by using Eqs. ~5b! and ~5c!
for the line L.

The integral of the right-hand side above, for the entire
rise from m to M 8 ~with ln(1/a2) small compared with 1/G at
either end!, wil l vanish in the limi t G→01. We thus find

E
r m

r M82g21ra1 sin b

a1
da15OS G ln

1

G D→0,

→F~r M8 ;ḡ,n̄ !5F~r m ;ḡ,n̄ !

~10!

with F defined as

F~r ;ḡ,n̄ ![
2ḡ

12r 2 2 ln r 22 n̄ tan21S ḡ

n̄

11r 2

12r 2D
2S 11

ḡ

2D lnF ḡ2

~12r 2!2 1
n̄2

~11r 2!2G . ~11!

Note that F has a single minimum at P* ; also, F→1` at
both ends of the r range for L l (r 50,1). Hence, for any
value r m,r P* , Eq. ~10! determines a value r M8.r P* .
Through Eqs. ~5b! and ~5c! one can then establish the rela-
tion between a1m and a1M8 that leads to the limi t map in
Fig. 7.

To understand why this map exhibits the critical points
that give rise to its chaotic behavior, note, first, that the lower
m lies on L l in Fig. 1, the higher is M 8(da1M8 /da1m,0), as

FIG. 7. One-dimensional map of a1 maxima for the trajectory in Figs. 5 and
6 ~points! and for the G50, limi t attractor at the valuesg2, g3 andn of that
trajectory ~continuous line!.
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follows from Eq. ~10!. Next, consider the G50 heteroclinic
orbit for M close to P* . Since both M and m lie on L l and
are close to each other, we wil l haveb,p, anda1 decreas-
ing in ~4a8!, throughout that orbit. Thus, a1m wil l drop when
a1M is raised, leading to da1M8 /da1M.0; this is the behav-
ior to the left of the maximum in Fig. 7.

The maximum of b in the heteroclinic orbit increases
however, with a1M , and reachesp for the abscissa corre
sponding to the maximum in Fig. 7. For higher a1M the orbit
makes a excursion into theb.p domain, witha1 increasing
in Eq. ~4a8!, before finally reaching m at a b,p value. This
results in a1m increasing with a1M , and a negative value for
da1M8 /da1M , as in the map to the right of the maximum. As
a1M is raised further, m reaches P* ; this occurs for the ab-
scissa a1M corresponding to the minimum in Fig. 7. For
higher a1M , the heteroclinic orbit approaches apoint on L l

above P* and then turns around to end at m, below, and
close to, P* . Now m drops with increasing a1M , leading
again to da1M8 /da1M.0, as in the map to the right of the
minimum. We note that, for certainḡ, n̄ domain, whena1M

reaches high enough in the attractor, the map may actually
exhibit multiple maxima and minima.

Note finally that Eqs. ~5a!–~5c! and ~11!, in the limit
g32g2→0, recover known results for the special case
g35g2.12 In Eqs. ~5a!–~5c! the entire line L collapses into
the plane r 51 and, using ~5c! in ~5b!, becomes a250,
r 51, 2a1 cosb1n50. The branchesL l and Lh now join at
b5p, wherea1 has a minimum, n/2. Equation~11! itself
becomes

F~a1 /g2 ;n/g2![A4a1
22n2

g2
2

2
n

g2
tan21A4a1

22n2

n2 22 ln
a1

g2
.

V. DISCUSSION OF RESULTS

We have studied a sudden transition to chaos in 3WRI,
with lossless coupling, frequency mismatch, and linear
dampingsg1[2G, g2, and g3(.g2). The resulting 4-D
flow for amplitudes a1,a2 , and a3, and arelative phase, has
~i! an invariant 3-D surface (a250), ~ii ! a rest state that is
unstable for G.0, and ~iii ! a second fixed point, for G>0.
At G50, this point lands at P* on the invariant surface,
where it generates a line L of fixed points with two disjoint
branches. P* lies on the branch (L l) stable for motion on
a250 and is doubly degenerate, separating L l arcs stable ~at
low a1) and unstable ~at high a1) for motion off a250;
heteroclinic orbits off a250 join both arcs. The attractor is
the rest state for negative G ~all three waves damped!, and
the L l arc below P* for G50.

For G→01 and a small enough mismatch, the system
has a fully developed chaotic attractor that may be described
by a noninvertible, 1-D limi t map of a1 maxima. Each itera-
tion in the map is made up of a rise up L l , from below to
above P* , on a250, and a heteroclinic orbit off a250 that
returns to L l below P* . The G→01 limi t of long-time
solutions is thus singular: it does not exist at G50 ~the limits
l Rights Reserved. 
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t→1` and G→01 do not commute, the rise up L l in the
singular solution taking a time ;1/G). As a result, the map
is exactly 1-D ~the Cantor structure preserving determinism
in the reduced 1-D description vanishes with G), and exhib-
its multiple critical points because the heteroclinic orbits
map different L l segments above P* into a common seg-
ment below P* .

Essential to the transition is the fact that d(a3 /a2)/dt is
negative at a3 /a251. This makes the surface a250 effec-
tively invariant; in the reduced 3WRI (g35g2) case that
surface was invariant from the outset. As aminor difference,
there existed at G50, in the reduced case, a second invariant
surface intersecting a250 at L, and allowing an analytical
determination of the limi t 1-D map; here the heteroclinic
orbits are determined numerically. Our results suggest that
the transition should set up in quite general interactions, e.g.,
those involving multiple waves, with the excited and less
damped waves playing the fundamental role. This is impor-
tant because certain features of the transition might make it
hard to detect.

The attractor of our system has zero a2 ~and a3) for G
<0, and has a2 small for small, positive G if the frequency
mismatch is above the surface in Fig. 3 (a2P /a1P

5AG/g2). On the other hand, for G small and mismatch
below that surface, the ratio a2 /a1 for either limi t cycle or
chaotic attractor moves repeatedly from almost vanishing
values on L l to values of order unity in the heteroclinic
orbits. This sudden break in a2 behavior would be the easiest
feature to detect in the transition. However, the long rise up
L l(t;1/G) might allow effects ignored in the model to dis-
tort or hide the transition. In a recent experimental verifica-
tion of the reduced case (g35g2) by using two coupled
electronic oscillators, noise distorted the 1-D map when G
was very small and a2, which becomes exponentially small
in 1/G during the L l rise, dropped below the noise level.13

This could also occur for very small frequency mismatch
~note that the attractor is chaotic for vanishing mismatch in
Fig. 3!.

Controlling the growth G of a typical plasma instability
~due to a beam interaction18 or any negative Landau damp-
ing! in order to verify the transition might be hard. The sim-
plest scenario would have the wave l in our interaction trip-
let, made unstable by a pump coupled in a second triplet.
This might involve five waves ~two electromagnetic, two
Langmuir, and one ion acoustic!20 or four waves ~one whis-
tler, two lower hybrid and one ion-acoustic!.26 Our uniform
wave-train model should be well suited to the study of the
Copyright ©2001. Al
transition. A proper description of wave envelopes depen-
dent on both time and space ~x! requires setting G→G
2D]2/]x2; the last term provides acutoff in wave number
of the growth.15,16For D large enough, or G small enough as
here, the space dependence might be ignorable.

Note added in proof. When this paper was being set in
print, it came to our attention the paper ‘‘Non-symmetrical
three-wave resonance,’’ in Wave Motion 20, 201 ~1994! by
D. W. Hughes and M. R. E. Proctor, which deals with our
same problem.
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